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Reasons to be cheerful in the channel

I

f you had told me at the start of the year that MicroScope would be holding a virtual event at the height of the summer holidays
in mid-August, I would not have believed you.
Many in the industry would have been on holiday and the events calendar at that time of year is empty for a reason. But that
is exactly what we did last month, and it shows just how much the world has changed since March and the arrival of Covid-19.
During the event, we talked about how the channel reacted in the face of the pandemic and how it continues to adapt. The tone
was upbeat, and the sense was that although no one quite knows what the future holds – including a possible second wave and a
financial recession – there are reasons to be optimistic.
Those reasons stem largely from the way that the channel has
acted over the past few months. The assistance resellers gave cushose customers that didn t
tomers and the many that went the extra mile is going to make
them the trusted advisers that they have always seen themselves
really appreciate what a
as. Those customers that didn’t really appreciate what a managed
service provider could do for them have now grasped it and grasped
managed service provider could
it quickly.
do for them have now grasped it
On the technology front, the reasons that were there to drive IT
spending at the start of the year have not gone away. Digital transand grasped it quickly
formation is still a strategy that many customers are determined to
follow and implement. The speed-changing 5G is still coming, and
the changes forced by the coronavirus – remote working and increased collaboration – are going to have a long-lasting profound
impact on the way most of us work.
For those that have the ability to serve a wide range of customer needs and deliver them flexibly and securely, the future has to
look bright. n
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or otherwise without the prior written consent
of the copyright holder. All rights reserved,

Simon Quicke, editor

including translation into other languages.
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Opportunities arise for resellers as flexible
working arrangements look set to continue
There is a two-word contender to challenge ‘digital transformation’ for dominance in every channel
conversation, with ‘hybrid working’ set to shape the future of the workplace. Simon Quicke reports

T

he channel can always coin a phrase to describe an emerging trend, and over the past few weeks the words “hybrid
working” have started to enter more conversations.
From a reseller perspective, it simply refers to the continuation
of significant numbers of their customers continuing to work from
home. But it also gives a phrase to a pitch that can involve both
technology and services to make sure customers are able to support staff at home and those who choose to return to offices.
In July, video and voice solutions provider Poly dedicated an
afternoon to a webinar going through its Hybrid working: Creating
the “next normal” in work practices, spaces and culture report, with
the conclusion being that life was not going to return to the way it
was before Covid-19.
“The unfortunate circumstances experienced during the Covid19 pandemic present an opportunity for businesses to challenge
current thinking and shape a new future of work,” said Darrius
Jones, executive vice-president and chief strategy officer at Poly.
“The next normal is all about hybrid working moving to the

mainstream as we respond, redesign and reinvent – flexible
working across multiple locations, with immersive, productive workspaces that accommodate the working style of every
employee,” he added.
In many respects, the coronavirus has accelerated trends that
were already happening, forcing people to reassess their approach
to work given the extreme restrictions on travel, spending time in
shared office space, visiting customers and attending events.

Businesses changing
Even before the virus arrived, the nature of work was changing because businesses were changing, according to Tom
Cheesewright, applied futurist and contributor to the Poly report.
“Today, few can claim that the technology is a barrier to changing practices, but the lockdown has highlighted the need for
investment into the cultural and behavioural components of flexible work,” he said. “The future is a flexible working environment
that caters to the needs of all employees, giving them the most
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fulfilling work experience and in return allowing them to maximise the value they return to the organisation.”
The Poly report covered ideas around the design of future
workspaces, the prospect of office towers changing their function, and the need to manage cultural changes and make sure
teams are diverse and inclusive.
“Technology has a big role to play in creating the next normal,
powering new workflows between people and places and enabling
seamless communication and collaboration so virtual teams are
motivated and engaged,” said Jones. “If we respond, redesign and
reinvent, we can meet challenges head-on and constantly evolve
with any changes we may face.”
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Printer supplier Brother has also added its weight to the argument that a hybrid approach to working will be the way ahead.
The firm is of the belief that resellers will play a vital role in
helping the nation deal with a hybrid working world. It shared
research that revealed a divided response to going back to the
office, with 53% stating that they felt safer at home in the current climate.
Commuting on public transport was found to be the top concern for many, followed by the prospect of having to share toilets and kitchen areas with colleagues.
“Understandably, many people in the UK are still concerned
about returning to the office. But businesses also recognise that
some employees are struggling to work from home and want to
offer them the opportunity to resume some sense of normality,”

Most office
workers expect the
future to involve a mix of
working remotely and
in the office

ВАДИМ ПАСТУХ/ADOBE
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said Andy Johnson, head of product and solutions management
at Brother UK.
“Companies must cater for both, and this hands IT leaders the
challenge of not only managing a mix of office and home working
technology on a longer-term basis, but also making sure they can
operate productively while keeping employees safe,” he added.
The answer to that particular challenge comes in the shape of
the channel, according to Brother.
“Businesses will need their reseller partners on hand to help
them with a range of challenges, from ensuring they have the
right printing and scanning devices so people can work in the
office safely, to providing remote working tools so those at home
can operate securely at distance,” said Johnson.

Channel already responding
The past few months have already sparked a reaction from
many across the channel as they move to help customers deal
with current problems and prepare for the new normal.
Research from NTT Data indicated that 56% of office workers
expect an element of working from home in their jobs even after
their offices reopen, and the majority expect the future to involve
a blend of working remotely and in the office.
NTT Data is focusing on what that means at a product and services level, and sees secure communications and collaboration
tools as two of the main areas that will continue to be in demand.
“There is currently unprecedented demand for Microsoft Teams
expertise as companies have transitioned to remote working,”
said Simon Williams, CEO at NTT Data UK. “The next step is to

build infrastructure to support the future workplace, a framework
that will allow companies to return to the office and seamlessly
blend remote working with working in the office.”
Andy Pearce, managing director for Europe, the Middle East
and Africa, cloud communications, at NTT Ltd, said: “The recent
health crisis has resulted in a fundamental shift in the way we are

The past few months have
sparked a reaction from channel
firms as they helped customers
deal with current problems and
prepare for the new normal
working, but now businesses need to start thinking about how to
manage the return to the office.”
NTT Data is working with NTT Ltd UK&I to increase the support it can give around Teams, and the move has got the thumbsup from Microsoft.
“The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated many workplace
changes that were already well underway, such as the increased
need to support mobility, remote working and distributed
teams,” said Nick Hedderman, modern work and security lead
at Microsoft UK. n
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MSPs working through Covid challenges
The coronavirus pandemic has given managed service players several challenges, but most
are in a strong enough position to come through the crisis stronger, writes Simon Quicke

T

Buying and selling:
this time, it’s personal

he Covid-19 coronavirus has shaken up the world and
forced many plans laid down for 2020 to be accelerated or
revised. For managed service providers (MSPs), the good
news is that this is a chance to prove value and deepen customer
relationships. The problem, though, is doing that in a crowded
market where restrictions have made it harder to stand out.
Last month, BitTitan commissioned research into how the most
successful MSPs were generating revenue. Grady Gausman,
product marketing and analyst relations manager at the cloud
automation specialist, shares some of the insights in a Q&A.

Five-minute interview:
This month, Rubrik’s Jan
Ursi is in the hot seat
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stand out from their competition right now?
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These are certainly challenging times, but from what we’ve seen
during this pandemic, MSPs can play a vital role in helping companies maintain business continuity and adapt to new realities.
Many companies are in need of implementing a plan for largescale remote operations, and for that they’re turning to MSPs.
It’s critical for partners to continue focusing on providing their
clients with the best service offering they can. What can help

differentiate partners today is being proactive in addressing the
challenges of those working or learning from home long term.
Partners that are able to empathise with their customer base
and understand the unique challenges facing them are in a better
position to design technology solutions that support operations
during this tough time.
Our partners are placing strategic bets on services, security and
software, all of which are moving to the cloud. Some of the most
profitable services from MSPs are software-as-a-service [SaaS],
networking, cyber security and business continuity. These services have only grown in importance since people began working remotely on a large scale. Continue to prioritise these in your
organisation’s service offerings.

How can they prepare their customers
and themselves for the new normal?
By thinking long term rather than the next 30 to 60 days. We’ve
come to realise – at least in the US – that these remote learning
and working scenarios aren’t going away tomorrow. Hence the
changes a business makes to adapt in this new world need to
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be sustainable for months or years, rather than a quick fix to get
them close to “normal”.
Digital adoption and technological investment are key to creating a sustainable business and making remote operations more
effective. Having the right cloud tools in place is vitally important.
Cloud-based solutions can enable enhanced collaboration and
engagement among a dispersed staff. Because technology will
play a large role in enabling a remote workforce, it opens a new
category of software to emerge around the organisation, engagement and development of employees.

What sort of skills and services have

operations, has been of the utmost importance. Providing training helps users, who may not have prior experience with these
applications, feel comfortable using them.
Security also remains a top concern as systems, hardware and
people move out of the office and into their homes. Endpoint
protection continues to be one of the most in-demand security
services, particularly for the SME [small to medium-sized enterprise] segment that seems to be more vulnerable to attacks.
MSPs must have a security story around all of their product
offerings and continually increase their total offerings and education in this area.

really stood out over the past few months?

Is it still better to be very good at one

Enabling clients to mobilise a remote work plan for increased
collaboration and engagement while working from home.
Deployment and training for applications like Microsoft Teams,
which enables companies to stay connected and continue

thing or is there a risk of losing customers if
you can’t offer a wide portfolio of services?

The answer lies somewhere in between. You must first be
an expert at what you do – whether it’s SaaS, networks and
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infrastructure, cyber security or another field – and let that
expertise broaden into adjacent business areas. We continue
to see MSPs be successful with a vertical focus, too. They’re
able to understand specific application needs and challenges
for a healthcare company or an educational institution, and they
speak the same language as their customer, which builds trust
and confidence.
The best MSPs will continue to adapt as the needs of their customers change – and spot these changes in advance. Today it is
remote work enablement; tomorrow it may be cloud governance
and management as businesses and users adapt to new systems
but need help to cope with information and application sprawl.
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Many of the findings reflect a shift that has been happening
in the partner community for years. These include a transition
from project-based work to a recurring revenue model, which
has benefited from the rise of SaaS like Microsoft 365, and a
focus on selling and delivering higher-margin services
Questions around spending revealed MSPs of all sizes continue
to prioritise investments in technical skills and solution or services
development, but still limit funds for marketing and sales efforts
while encountering challenges with their new business pipeline.
This leads to one surprise, which was that partners in the survey
seem to want vendors to step further into relationships with their
users, particularly early in the relationship.
First, MSPs continue to see technology vendors as an important source for leads. Both small and large partners would like to

see their vendors improve lead generation and/or quality and give
them more assistance around pre-sales efforts, such as training,
support and co-selling.
This is a good trend to keep in mind as a software vendor. While
it may increase the overall cost of the sale, there are tangible ways
to strengthen relationships with partners by meeting them more
than halfway, which could lead to additional business.

“The best MSPs will continue
to adapt as the needs of
their customers change”
Grady Gausman, BitTitan
Do you think MSPs are well-positioned
to come through the Covid crisis?
For most partners, yes. These are unprecedented times, but
the need for managed services is greater than it has ever been.
MSPs will be integral to helping many companies leverage the
technologies they need to keep their business running.
Being in the cloud helps companies become more flexible and
scale their businesses to meet market needs and customer needs,
especially during a pandemic.
MSPs can help their customers navigate this difficult time
through technology and services to strengthen businesses and
guide them towards future growth. n

❯Two-thirds of UK adults to work remotely more often after Covid-19.
microscope.co.uk
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Content is king,
but context is
surely queen
Context is having a major impact on those making
the buying decisions as artificial intelligence
spreads its reach even further, writes Nick Booth

T

he one technology market that seems immune to Covid19 is artificial intelligence (AI). In fact, the virus has only
made it stronger.
Everyone in technology expects flexible working to continue
after the coronavirus crisis has died down. That’s if the suffocating atmosphere of fear ever does lift. Research by Amsource says
97% of tech professionals believe remote working is here for good
and 75% of tech leaders are trying to implement this.
Now that everyone is working and studying from a distance,
there has been a substantial increase in automated management
of business. There has to be, because there’s far too much to do
otherwise. However, some IT operations staff still see AI as a
threat, rather than an opportunity to offload the boring, repetitive
tasks onto an automated underling.
The latest AI software market forecast from analyst Omdia identifies different growth patterns that this market might undergo. So
it’s not a question of if AI will sell, but how furiously. It is obvious that many industries won’t be able to survive without some
“assistive intelligence” from machines.
Take network operations people. They are rushed off their feet.
Telcos and datacentre operators will need AI to handle the huge
workload involved in transforming their infrastructure. All those
intransigent silos of data and the rationalising of the fiddly cabling
legacy will be impossible to manage without drastically cutting
the labour intensity of these jobs.
And that’s before they start thinking about building out their
5G networks. European telcos alone will spend $2bn on AI in
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2025, roughly 10 times what they spent in 2019 ($217m), predicts Aditya Kaul, research director for AI and intelligent automation at Omdia.
Then there’s the health sector, retail and financial services to be
going on with. All are currently struggling with managing employees who are working from home and doing things with their office
computer that would normally be “not suitable for work” – which
exposes their employer to massive danger.
The insecurity of the workforce and the instability of the customer base could be more lethal than Covid for many companies.
Retailers will need AI to help them cope with everything from
logistics to marketing. Omdia’s report lists some of the project
opportunities as “stock, supply chain and inventory management, image recognition, visual search, content management
and advertising”.

Highly complicated
The problem with AI is that it’s extremely complicated and everyone is desperate to get these projects completed yesterday.
And as such a complex subject, you pity the poor buyers who
have to research it.
The other problem with AI is that there’s a lot of data around,
but without context, it’s useless. “People used to say that content
is king. But context is queen,” says Amy Holder, AI programme
manager at Neo4J.
The queen, says Holder, is the one who rules the board, while
the king plods from one square to the next. The queen of the
house usually makes all the buying decisions, too.

Neo4J creates graph technology that is designed to make it
easier for network operations staff to see the patterns emerging in data. By visualising links for those who supervise AI (when
machines need it), Neo4J makes it easier to create the logical
building blocks required.

“People used to say
that content is king. But
context is queen”
Amy Holder, Neo4J
The channel has a crucial role to play in the AI market by humanising it to make the decision-making clearer and the execution
easier, says Holder. In short, AI buyers need some assisted intelligence on the AI market.

Maturing market
Meanwhile, recent consolidations might be a sign that the AI
market is maturing.
Data science platform maker Iguazio is partnering with consultant SFL Scientific to make it easier to install the AI functions
it specialises in, such as predictive maintenance, instant recommendations and fraud prevention, using both artificial intelligence and machine learning. SFL Scientific has been named as
Nvidia’s Service Partner of the Year for the past two years, while
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Iguazio is one of the first partners in the Nvidia DGX-Ready software partner programme.
AI won’t do anything valuable with your data unless you start by
transforming your workforce, production processes and operating models. Then you can think about modernising your critical
applications in their infrastructure and architecture, says Iguazio
CEO Asaf Somekh.
That is a tremendous task and far too daunting for most people, so Iguazio simplifies it by automating the machine learning
at every stage of the project. It creates a sort of pipeline for the
process that starts with data collection, then proceeds through
training, development, deployment, monitoring and management
of the models in production.

Powerful machinery
In the new partnership, SFL Scientific will offer data strategy
and develop algorithms for datacentres and cloud infrastructures, while Iguazio provides the powerful machinery to refine
the processes. It’s all about making AI more accessible, says
Somekh. Designing for ease of use and making the technology
more widely accessible is anther sign of market maturity.
“Until now, AI solutions at scale, harnessing data from millions
of end points or running multiple models simultaneously, were a
luxury only afforded by tech giants,” says Somekh.
Iguazio’s data science platform is cloud-based and built over
Kubernetes, so its capacity can be ramped up at will. It uses open
source tools popular with data scientists, so they enjoy the freedom of working unconstrained, and this openness means they

can concentrate on better resource allocation, with options such
as GPU sharing. “Most AI models never make it to production,”
says Somekh, adding that Iguazio aims to create a process with
fewer points of failure.
This is where machine learning operations come in. They can
break the deadlock in the data science lifecycle and join the silos
between data scientists, engineers and DevOps teams. Having
the right technologies in place is easy – the tricky part is building

AI won’t do anything valuable
with your data unless you
start by transforming your
workforce, production processes
and operating models
the right processes so that data science teams work in harmony
with the engineers and the DevOps teams, which is rarely easy.
You can try to build these complex systems yourself, but if it’s
not at the core of your company, you’re embarking on a pointlessly painful journey of discovery. Why build your own car for
very trip when there’s a cheap taxi service?
Many get lost on the journey between project and production,
says Somekh, adding: “That’s where we can give teams a return
on investment in a fraction of the time.” n
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Maintaining staff
productivity to
meet SLAs during
the pandemic
Ian van Reenen, vice-president of engineering
for remote monitoring and management at
Datto, sets out four disciplines to maintain
productivity during the Covid-19 crisis

A

s office-based employees continue to work remotely during the Covid-19 health crisis, it is essential to have practices in place to ensure that teams feel motivated and
that productivity is not compromised.
While most of the technical issues of switching to home working
will have been ironed out, many staff still find themselves in a less
than ideal work environment – often juggling childcare and other
family demands while dealing with space constraints and connectivity problems. Add to that the anxiety and distraction that
inevitably come with the current high levels of uncertainty, and
it’s easy to see why businesses might suffer a drop in productivity.
But businesses in lockdown still have roadmaps to follow, clients
and partners to support, and service-level agreements (SLAs) to
meet. Ensuring the health and wellbeing of staff is clearly paramount; in parallel with this, companies can follow four key disciplines to maintain productivity while supporting remote working.

Prioritise tasks
When things get tough and time is tight, focus on the most
important and urgent goals and allow staff to prioritise accordingly. Make sure everyone on the team knows what the musthave deliverables are and decide whether to eliminate or postpone those nice-to-haves for now. Priorities can change over
time and previously less important tasks can quickly become
urgent ones, so always keep on top of the planning.
At Datto, we were preparing for the roll-out of the new remote
monitoring and management (RMM) and business continuity
and data recovery (BCDR) integration in time for DattoCon, our
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annual managed service provider (MSP) event, when the pandemic struck. To push on with our high rate of software development, we started by getting the “big stuff” done first, such as the
new integration, which we have launched. This meant sometimes
reorganising our priorities in order to keep on track for the launch.

Boost collaboration
Communication is key in tricky times, but when everyone is
working at home, you lose those water cooler conversations
and it is harder to bounce ideas off colleagues. These exchanges
now need to happen elsewhere, so it’s essential to make space
for them. Schedule frequent and regular virtual meetings – daily
and weekly – and use intuitive communication tools that allow
easy collaboration. Also, convert all previously scheduled faceto-face meetings to online meetings to ensure they still happen.
Over-communicate rather than under-communicate. Keeping
the communication buzzing between remote teams at Datto was
critical in creating a working experience similar to the office, and
it has helped to increase camaraderie and decrease isolation.
Bear in mind that meeting over a video connection requires more
concentration than sitting around a table, so try not to arrange
meetings back to back and let people take time out from their
intense schedules to focus on their wellbeing.

Stick to the process
Following established office procedures remotely empowers
staff to work independently and meet targets. To support this,
now is a good time to develop or review guidelines for handling

meetings and projects. Clarify and reiterate work streams and
responsibilities in the team, as this will result in less conflict and
higher quality. At Datto, we follow the agile Scrum methodology
and sticking to our regular Scrum meetings and Sprint reviews
has ensured that our process captures all tasks, important steps
are prioritised and obstacles are dealt with quickly.

Don’t make independent decisions
When working remotely, it is easy to feel you are all on your own
and have to make your own decisions. But lots of small decisions can add up to one big change that impacts everyone, so
encourage staff not to act in isolation or without the support of
team members and managers. Discuss as a team first, no matter how small the decision seems, and update project managers
and peers on any changes during your regular meetings.
Finally, to recreate the familiar office environment as much as
possible, don’t forget about social activities. From virtual DJ sessions to video-conferencing background competitions to online
quizzes, there are myriad ways to keep staff engaged and boost
morale. We’ve had our own “Datto’s Got Talent” and kept up with
“Free Lunch Fridays” by courier, as well as upping our community
engagement. All of those have helped maintain the Datto spirit.
Although these are difficult and worrying times, people will get
used to the new normal and find efficient ways to balance their
work and meet client expectations. There will inevitably be a
backlog of tasks that couldn’t be completed remotely and those
will be dealt with in time as we move out of the pandemic. For
now, focus on the health of your staff and your business. n
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MAKING PARTNERSHIPS PERSONAL

Is the channel missing
the human touch?

With research from Kaspersky suggesting vendors
need to improve their relationships with channel partners,
Christine Horton investigates how a closer bond can be developed

A

recently published vendor survey suggests the IT
channel today is missing ‘the human touch’.
This may come as a surprise, given the importance
of relationships to the channel, but the research by
Kaspersky shows that nearly seven out of 10 resellers and distributors want better relationships with vendors. The same number say they would like more personal contact with their dedicated account manager.
Kaspersky notes that the current need for more of a human
touch is key, given that phone calls have, in many cases, been
replaced by email and other digital forms of communication.
“It is clear that vendors must change the way they are operating to stay in line with the evolution of the channel and partner demands,” says Andy Bogdan, head of UK SMB channel at
Kaspersky. “Vendors have the know-how, industry expertise and
resources to become real thought leaders in the channel, and that
is what their partners want – and need – to receive from them.”

IURIIMOTOV/ADOBE

Talking economics

However, how much time and effort a vendor spends developing a relationship may depend on the size and spending power
of the partner.
“Put simply, most of this is down to pure economics,” says
Mark Terry, former marketing chief at distributor Vuzion and
now senior consultant at Doing it Digital. “Ultimately, money
– or money potential – talks, and this, in turn, determines how
big your slice of the one-to-one communication pie is. For oneto-many, I would argue vendor communication is increasing in
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quality and quantity, but they are being done programmatically
The Kaspersky survey indicates that 56% of resellers and disto deliver more scalable engines – for example, email, social,
tributors feel isolated if they hear nothing from their vendors,
content, webinars, events, and so on. This is to reduce the reliwhile 65% admit they are finding it increasingly difficult to build
ance on one-to-one communication.”
relationships with vendors.
Terry believes something not often talked about is that there are
“During Covid-19 and beyond, vendors simply need to work
many new resellers and providers setting up business, all wanting
closer with their partner community,” says Darren Parker, Europe,
to take advantage of lower barriers to
Middle East and Africa (EMEA) channel
entry. “It’s not always possible for venmanager at secure email vendor Zivver.
dors to communicate with every single
“We may not be able to physically visit
uring ovid
and
reseller on a one-to-one basis,” he says.
our partners, but there’s no stopping
beyond vendors simply
“Although big deals often prick the ears
us working with them remotely, setof vendors, there is an increasing expecting up virtual call-out days, providing
need
to
work
closer
with
tation that distributors support their
our partners with relevant marketing
resellers and MSPs [managed service
materials and working with them to hit
their partner community
providers] by having scalable engines
the right audiences, ultimately creating
Darren Parker, Zivver
in place. This can become difficult for
new sales opportunities.
distributors, whose margins are being
“We can also spend this time keepincreasingly eroded by having to deliver more service and suping our partners updated as to what we’re doing as a vendor –
port, which often needs technology to ensure its efficiency.”
informing them of new product releases, for example, and providing sales and technical training. We can also support our channel
The Covid-19 effect
as much as possible with their online events,” says Parker.
A loss of face-to-face interaction has clearly affected every
“From our perspective, as a vendor, investing in our channel
business during Covid-19. On the one hand, we can get a
partners is key. We are continuing to do joint campaigns and
greater insight both into people’s living rooms and their lives,
investing MDF [market development funds], while also providing
but on the other, we’ve had to replace all human contact with
the information and training they need to optimise opportunities,
digital communications. In some cases, this means vendors
within an open and supportive working relationship,” he adds.
have been forced to work harder to maintain their relationAndrew Brown, managing director of channel firm, and Zivver
ships with their channel partners.
partner, C-STEM, adds: “A stronger relationship between the
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vendor and channel partner directly translates to a better quality
of solution and service for the client.”

Becoming more human

So how can vendors inject the human touch back into their
relationships with channel partners? Kaspersky’s Bogdan
offers this advice:
n P
 rovide regular updates and free education on the surrounding threat landscape;
n A
 ssist the channel to build and demonstrate a strong security posture;
n B
 uild a framework that supports a strong
security strategy, based on the customer’s
security maturity;
n S
 hadow learning – host and provide webinar
and vendor engagement with customers,
alongside the partner community;
n P
 rovide a strong partner programme that rewards growth and
investment, and specialisations to
complement existing propositions,
such as virtualisation specialists learning
and the delivery of hybrid cloud solutions;
n O
 ffer a reputable spokesperson or source to
speak to so they can educate channel customer bases and act as an ambassador;
n L
 astly, show loyalty to the channel partners to provide a
strong feeling of support and allegiance.

However, the responsibility for maintaining and improving relationships shouldn’t fall squarely onto either party, according to
Jason Howells, director international at Barracuda MSP.
This is interesting as 77% of resellers and distributors think
that having a personal relationship with vendors is important,
but 71% feel the onus is on them to establish such relationships,
rather than on the vendors themselves.
“There is much more for us all to do to build better relationships. It is, however, a two-way street,” says Howells. “It’s not
okay to expect vendors to do all the work or for the channel to
do all the work – it must be a joint effort. This will require choosing your alliances carefully and committing to building a longterm relationship with heavy investment from all involved.
We will not succeed together if there is not 100%
trust in the relationships built.
“The channel has always been an amazing vehicle for connecting vendors and
opportunities. The front line is also
the hardest place to be, and there
is no doubt that it requires a
human touch to access these
opportunities,” he points out.
“You must have the human
touch in the channel and
in your partnerships –
you work together,
and you also win or
fail together.” n
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CHANNEL RELATIONSHIPS

Buying and selling:
this time, it’s personal

FEODORA/ADOBE

People buy from people, so the saying goes, and
the coronavirus pandemic has tested the channel’s
ability to do just that. Billy MacInnes reports

I

f there’s one thing that vendors, distributors and resellers
can all agree on – spoiler: there are obviously more things
they can agree on – it’s that “people buy from people”.
Clearly, if they didn’t, there wouldn’t be a channel model.
“It’s an adage that ‘people buy from people’, and this translates simply to ‘trust’ being the deciding factor,” says Kevin
Bland, head of partners and alliances at Red Hat. “Trust is born
of doing what you say you are going to do and being consistent.
It’s a simple formula, but a vital one.”
Johan Pellicaan, vice-president and managing director for
Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA) at Scale Computing,
makes a similar point. “People buy from people, and the Covid-19
pandemic hasn’t changed that. Of course, the product or solution
plays an important part, but in the end, the personal relationships with sales and pre-sales departments, and any other people in the organisation, are what build the platform for success.”
Why is there such a strong emphasis on the personal? Perhaps
because it really is so important for channel partners.
In a recent survey by Kaspersky, 77% of resellers and distributors agreed that a personal relationship with vendors was
important to them, and many saw a correlation between better
relationships and improved sales and performance. It was disheartening, then, to discover that 65% of resellers and distributors wanted a better relationship with vendors and many were
finding it increasingly difficult to build them with vendors. As
many as 71% felt the onus was on them to establish those relationships and 69% were looking for more personal contact with
their dedicated account manager.
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That indicates that, to some degree, the current model isn’t working anywhere near as well
as it could for many distributors and resellers.
Vendors are quick to tell you what they can do to
help improve their relationships with channel partners – and judging by the near unanimity of their
responses, it’s not particularly radical – but the
evidence suggests they’re not doing it well enough.

virtual meetings to maintain contact. As everyone
❯Sales teams are adapting
agrees, it’s not the same. “No matter how good
to the Covid-19 coronavirus
the technology, digital instruments cannot replace
pandemic by concentrating
personal contact, or the trusting conversation
on reaching out and building
between buyer and seller,” says Nickenig. But that
customer relationships.
doesn’t mean it can’t be an effective replacement.
“Although face-to-face communication is
important, the Covid-19 pandemic has really
shown organisations everywhere that remote working can be
Communication, but not as we know it
effective; you just need to make it work for your business,” says
Marianne Nickenig, vice-president collaboration and networkPellicaan. “When vendors and channel partners remember that
ing EMEA at Westcon, puts it succinctly: “A partnership should
a strong, healthy partnership relies on commitment from both
be based not only on financial transactions, but also on mutual
sides of the relationship, you can build and maintain relationtrust and loyalty. Partners are an extension of distribution and
ships perfectly as well virtually, as you can physically.”
the vendor. Transparency and open dialogue are key factors to
In the absence of the option to travel to meet with partners,
driving successful business outcomes – listen to their concerns
Chad Bacher, senior vice-president and general manager of
and develop strategies to support them.”
Global Channels at Alert Logic, says video conferencing has
Many vendors, distributors and resellers cite communication
become a critical tool to continue to provide those kinds of
as one of the most important factors in building a strong relainteractions and not miss a beat in terms of meeting, interacting
tionship. It’s nothing new, but the impact of Covid-19 is bringand addressing the needs of partners.
ing new challenges – and opportunities, it has to be said – to
It’s surprising how many vendors and distributors are able to
the relationships between vendors, distributors and resellers.
put a positive gloss on the enforced shift to more video-based
The curtailment of normal social interaction in a physical envirelationships. Perhaps they have no choice, or perhaps they can
ronment, or what we might describe as the “human touch” or
see it starting to deliver tangible benefits.
“personal contact”, has the potential to make it more difficult to
Neil Murphy, global vice-president of business development
maintain strong links between channel parties.
at ABBYY, admits that building strong relationships has been
With the cessation of face-to-face meetings, seminars and
hard during the pandemic, without face-to-face meetings, but
conferences, the focus has shifted to video conferencing and
the move towards virtual relationship-building has been good
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for the industry. “Maintaining that human touch virtually, with
face-to-face meetings only when necessary, will be more sustainable for the future,” he says.
Jason Spring, sales director at Agilitas, wonders if the industry
may have been too reliant on physical face-to-face engagement
in the past. “Even though we’ve never been so remote, we’ve
also never been so connected at the same time, thanks to the
technology we have access to,” he says. “For years, the channel
has been telling the customer they need this type of technology
to work remotely and successfully. However, in all honesty, we
weren’t doing it ourselves. Covid-19 has been the catalyst for
that decision-making and accelerated that transformation to a
more remote, agile and connected workplace.”
David Watts, UK and Ireland managing director at Tech Data,
agrees: “The past few months have shown us that we don’t need
to rely principally on meetings and events at which both parties
are physically present to build and develop those relationships.”
The distributor has been running a number of regular checkins and virtual communities during the lockdown, which Watts
says have been really successful, to the extent that it intends to
continue doing so for the foreseeable future. “That’s certainly
been helping us and our resellers to still have that ‘human touch’
and interaction. We’ve actually forged even closer relationships
with our resellers and our vendor partners,” he claims.

The pandemic has made many businesses realise the positives of virtual
meetings, with many saying they are closer to their customers than before

FEODORA/ADOBE

Editor’s comment

Virtual contact has become vital

In the current environment, the onus is on making virtual communication work well because there are few other options
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available – a point made by Russell Blackburn, EMEA vicepresident at Comstor.
“In the current environment, the discipline of communication
is actually a lot better. This is because there’s only one choice
and that’s to communicate virtually,” he says. “If anything, at
Comstor we are having more contact with Cisco than we did
before the pandemic, with more regular Webex sessions to
ensure we’re keeping that communication open.”
John Schweizer, vice-president channel sales at ConnectWise,
says that while “video fatigue” is becoming an issue for some,
“virtually connecting with your channel partners is important,
especially in a time when the pandemic continues and remote
working is more prevalent”.
Paul Jennings, head of channel at Dynabook Northern Europe,
says vendors need to embrace the tools at their disposal and
think of ways of re-using these. He cites the example of one of
the company’s account managers who came up with the idea
of creating a help group for each reseller he manages, providing
quick and simple access for ongoing communication and support whenever it is needed.
Jennings believes it is essential that vendors maintain strong
communication lines with their channel partners throughout
this situation, and these tools are vital to achieving that.
Alison Hastings, regional channel leader at Avaya UK & Ireland,
agrees that, irrespective of what form it takes, regular communication with partners is key. “Things have been moving so fast
we’ve found that if we don’t have an interaction on a more regular
basis, we lose contact with what’s going on,” she says.

The vendor has virtual drinks for updates at the end of the
day, and because it’s all on video, she says an additional level of
human touch has developed. Hastings believes interactions have
become more personal during lockdown, with everyone experiencing real care and empathy for each other as they’re all in the
same situation. “In turn, this has created a more equal feeling
between us and built a level of confidence in people,” she says.
“It’s been great for people who wouldn’t normally speak to CEOs
to be able to have this kind of interaction during video meetings.”
There have been other benefits, too. “Normally, we’d be having a quarterly review with a partner’s C-suite, but since being
advised to work from home, we’ve been doing them monthly
and weekly with our account teams,” says Hastings, which she
says has completely changed its engagement model.
“The contact has been much more regular. Instead of waiting
for the next quarter to come around for a board meeting, which
may not have happened due to travel or timing clashes, we’ve
been having them every four weeks like clockwork. We wouldn’t
want to lose this now,” she says.
Agilitas’s Spring agrees. “With people travelling less, and with
fewer trade shows for vendors to interact with their partners,
we now have more time than ever to embrace the advantages
of video meetings,” he says. “This gives firms the opportunity to
align much closer to the needs of customers.”

Personal exchanges should not be forgotten

But Keith Jackson, channel sales director at 8x8, warns that while
video conferencing has played an important role in maintaining
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the transactional aspect of relationships, it’s important that the
water cooler conversations, chance meetings and “on the way to
the meeting room” exchanges also find their place online.
“Building time at the start and end of meetings to talk about
the happenings in each other’s homes, family and even compare
lockdown haircuts, will help keep relationships feeling tangible,
personal and open,” he says.
This view is echoed by Stuart Taylor, channel director for
Western Europe at Palo Alto Networks. “It has been a big
learning curve for everyone working from home during Covid19. Gone are the water cooler moments forged when bumping into someone you know – conversations are almost always
scheduled. Getting fewer non-verbal cues via video call makes

Is the channel missing
the human touch?

it harder to know how someone is thinking and feeling at any
given moment,” he says, “but people can still read some of your
body language, which is invaluable to letting them know you are
engaged and actively listening to them – nodding, smiling and
other non-verbal communication.”
Taylor suggests it can help to put up a virtual background.
“Whether it’s a previous holiday destination or represents an
activity you enjoy in your spare time, this can act as an ice
breaker at the start of a call and create a positive first impression,” he says.
“You could even order coffee and cake for your call invitees
(get them delivered or send them a voucher), just as you would
if you were hosting in your offices or a local cafe.”

Seek out alternative ways to connect with
customers to overcome the physical divide
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Hitting the reset button

Fewer face-to-face meetings also means fewer superficial
The more or less enforced shift to remote working has made
meetings that amount to nothing, and many more with partners
many vendors and partners reassess how they spend their
who really want to work with vendors and are motivated to do
time, and how they can be most productive to achieve betso for mutual benefit. This period has been good for the channel
ter sales and performance – whether having no commute has
– long may it continue.
gifted them two hours a day, or they’re finding conference calls
Gareth Meyer, commercial and operations director at Ultima,
taking up too much time, says ABBYY’s Murphy.
identifies some areas where the move to video communication
“It’s made many people realise
has caused difficulty, such as mainthat travelling for hours to meet
taining training levels.
a partner or vendor face to face
“While the tech guys seem to
lthough it s good to meet face
isn’t as necessary as we used to
find it easy to continue with their
to
face
the
latest
collaboration
think. Now, we can be much more
training online, the sales teams are
focused on what we’re trying to
finding it more difficult,” he reveals.
technology has made keeping in
deliver with partners, figuring out
“Where once they were in a physihow to solve problems from the
cal room having a demo and asking
touch so much simpler
very beginning, rather than just
questions, they are now doing this
G
areth Meyer, Ultima
the niceties,” he says.
online, and some of the tech is getMurphy predicts there will be
ting lost in translation, so we are
fewer initial meetings happening in person, and more of the
working on how to improve this.”
early stages of partnerships taking place remotely, on video
Nevertheless, he agrees with Murphy that it has brought
calls and at virtual events, enabling partners and vendors
some real benefits. “Overall, I’ve actually found it easier in most
to keep momentum up without wasting time (and money)
cases to keep up good communication with our vendors as they
on travel.
are ‘always available’ and not on trains or in meetings at the
“This doesn’t mean face-to-face meetings are dead,” he
moment,” says Meyer. “Although it’s good to meet face to face,
insists. “Rather, when we do meet face to face, it will be a
the latest collaboration technology has made keeping in touch
properly qualified opportunity where we can be wholly resultsso much simpler. But it does take a disciplined approach for condriven and focused on the value both parties can bring to
stant contact to become embedded in your vendor relationships,
the table.”
just like elsewhere in life.” n
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FIVE-MINUTE INTERVIEW

Morning, Jan, tell us what you do for a living

Jan Ursi
Rubrik

MicroScope puts its
questions to Jan Ursi,
senior director for EMEA
channels and technology
partners at Rubrik

I’m Rubrik’s senior director for Europe, Middle East and Africa
(EMEA) channels and technology partners. I work with a
team of passionate people, partnering with the most innovative solution providers in the IT industry, to bring Rubrik
Cloud Data Management to our joint customers in EMEA.

Why are you the right person for this job?

I love working with people who innovate on behalf of their
customers, with a passion for the front line, building and scaling an innovative business in a warm, collaborative spirit.

What gets you up in the morning?

The sense that we are building something unique, of everlasting value, that allows people and teams to flourish, doing
good for ourselves, our customers, our company and therefore eventually helping the world become a better place.

Who helped you get to where you are today?

My wife Veerle and our three children, Nora, Kasper and Stan,
who have been by my side for the past 20 years, supporting
me in my endeavours, even when it involved taking risks and
being away from home too many times.
Also, there are the many talented people, co-workers and
leaders that I have been blessed to learn from, be inspired
by and collaborate with. The people who challenged and
stretched me, made me feel uncomfortable and pushed me
into unknown terrain.
HOME
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What is the best or worst business advice
you have received and from whom?

part of a journey you believe in is key because there will be
adversity, and those will be the moments you will learn from
the most. Don’t run away from adversity, embrace it – it will
strengthen you.

The best advice I have received is: “You have to deal with the
world the way it is, not the way you want it to be”, which was
advice given by John Chambers during a conversation with
Rubrik’s co-founder, chairman and CEO, Bipul Sinha.
Is it possible to get through an industry conversation
Other valuable advice is that you are born with your talents
without mentioning digital transformation?
and weaknesses – it’s up to you to take the maximum amount
No, the world is digital and connected, and that’s that. It
of responsibility for yourself to make the best of it and do
affects and improves all areas of our lives. The way we work,
good for yourself, your famlove, play, learn is constantly
ily, your team, your community
changing and transforming
ou
are
born
with
your
talents
and your company. Or as Jordan
because of the wealth of possibiliPeterson puts it, “Set your house
ties the digital revolution offers
and weaknesses it s up to you
in perfect order before you critihumanity to flourish. It is our
cise the world”.
duty as an industry to constantly
to take the maximum amount of
look for innovative ways to help
responsibility for yourself
What advice would you
the world progress and improve
give to someone starting
wealth, health and happiness.
Jan Ursi, Rubrik
out today in IT?
Don’t look at where others are
What do you believe the
today, just look at yourself and if you are getting better each
next five years hold for the channel?
day. Look at it as if your contribution this month was betThe growth and value of data will only increase in the comter than last month, not if your contribution was better than
ing years, so almost every business on the planet will need to
someone else’s. Tell the truth. Surround yourself with people
rethink how they protect it and drive value from it.
you genuinely enjoy being around because they want the best
Data protection should be a time capsule for easy search and
for you.
quick recovery, while also listening to the data, wherever it may
See your job and journey with your company as a mission,
reside, to do so much more. Automate business continuity at a
believe in the cause and in the people around you. Being
lower cost, mitigate security threats (stop ransomware attacks),
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detect compliance issues (locate sensitive data), migrate safely
to the cloud (move data easily) and integrate with other business applications.
Rubrik presents a great opportunity for business and technology partners to collaborate and create value together in the next
phase of cloud data management.

Tell us something most people do not know about you
I am an amateur musician and have played in multiple rock
and roll bands. Since high school, I have played with a band
called The Blue Chevys, and we have rocked the stage at
music clubs and festivals all across Europe since we were
just teenagers.
I am also the co-owner of the oldest jazz club in Belgium
called the Hnita Jazz Club. The club has a rich tradition,
and all the greatest jazz heroes from now and the past have
played there.

What is the best book you’ve ever read?

Enlightenment Now by Steven Pinker. In 75 astonishing
graphs, Pinker shows that life, health, prosperity, safety,
peace, knowledge and happiness are on the rise, not just
in the west but worldwide. This progress is a gift of the
Enlightenment. We now know this has worked, but needs a vigorous defence today.

And the worst film you’ve ever seen?
Superman IV.

VOLOSHYN ROMAN/ADOBE

Editor’s comment

Jan Ursi: “I am the
co-owner of the oldest jazz
club in Belgium, the Hnita
Jazz Club – all the greats
have played there”
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What was your first car and how does
it compare with what you drive now?

Channel eyes
opportunities around
hybrid working

My first car was a Triumph Spitfire 1500. It was a twoseater. Now I have a family car that is much more practical,
but much less fun.

MSPs working through
Covid challenges

Who would you least like to be stuck in a lift
with? Why, what did they do?
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to achieve before you
die, and why?
Be considered a loving
father and husband, a
good friend and an
inspiring colleague.

What would be
your Desert
Island MP3s?
OK Computer
by Radiohead,

If you could be any animal for a day,
what would you be and why?
If you were facing awesome peril
and impossible odds, which real or

fictional person would you most
want on your side and why?
Superman. He doesn’t have a specific skill – he can
do all we can, but much better.
E
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What
temptation can
you not resist?
A good whisky.

A bird, flying high and free.

OB

Buying and selling:
this time, it’s personal

What goal do you have

Jan Ursi, Rubrik

IO/
AD

Is the channel missing
the human touch?

“The temptation
I can’t resist is a
good whisky”

K-S
TU
D

Maintaining staff
productivity to meet
SLAs during pandemic

The actor Joaquin Phoenix. I am not a fan
of virtue signalling. I’d rather spend time in
an elevator with people who really make an
active contribution to making the world a
better place, like Boyan Slat and his Ocean
Cleanup initiative.
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Content is king, but
context is queen

Kind of Blue by Miles
Davis, Texas Flood by
Stevie Ray Vaughan
and Live at The
Hamburg
Starclub by
Jerry Lee Lewis.

And finally, a grizzly bear and a silverback
gorilla are getting ready for a no-holds-barred
rumble. Who is your money on and why?
The gorilla, it’s probably smarter. n
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Why MSPs need to put employee wellbeing
first during the coronavirus pandemic
Colin Knox, head of community engagement, SolarWinds MSP
The Covid-19 outbreak has created an unprecedented global
event with implications that go far beyond healthcare. It is fundamentally changing how organisations run their business and
IT operations. While the shift to remote working has been under
way for some time, Covid-19 is dragging every business to the digital “extreme” as entire workforces are forced to work remotely,
with boardroom huddles replaced with video-conference calls,
and office “chit chat” migrating to tools such as Slack.
This sudden shift to mass remote working is overwhelming the
service desks of managed service providers (MSPs) all over the
world as they continue to get people set up, while also balancing
the ongoing need for “regular” tech support.
But as MSPs deal with an increased workload during this rapidly
changing environment, it is important for them to stay focused,
not panic, and look after their employees’ wellbeing as well as

their own. This can be a stressful time for all employees; it’s vital
to communicate with them and be open on what the company’s
position is and next steps. Keep them informed but also motivated.
Customers may be under more stress at this time, which can
lead to higher frustration levels. It is important to set the right
expectations for clients when it comes to urgency of requests and
the ability to handle them in a timely manner. Of course, MSPs
need to be there for their customers, but they also need to establish boundaries and have proper management of expectations.
The sooner they find a workaround or have a conversation about
current expectations, the better. This can help avoid any potential
frustration from customers up front.
It would be all too easy for MSPs to focus their time and attention on supporting their customers right now, but they can’t forget
the importance of looking after themselves and their employees.
MSPs might find themselves working longer hours than usual; it’s
easy to put healthy habits such as exercising, eating healthily and
getting enough sleep to the side, so encourage your employees to
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step away from their desks, take breaks and make sure they get
rest. No matter how great the tools you offer are, if you don’t have
a healthy, engaged team, then you can lose what may be your
competitive advantage – your employees.
Managing expectations and keeping your body and mind healthy
are just two ways MSPs can stay focused and motivated. MSPs
have a real opportunity to impact and support their customers
during this time, as long as they focus not only on the tools, but
also on their team. At SolarWinds MSP, we are being asked overwhelmingly for advice, guidance and counsel to help MSPs adapt
to this rapidly evolving climate. That is our first objective – to get
good advice into the hands of those who need it.
To this end, we are working hard to provide our partners with
solid strategies and guidance that can help them support their
customers during this difficult time, while continuing to focus on
the future of their businesses. This includes a wide array of educational resources, including webcast series that focus on important

topics such as how to apply for, and secure, financial assistance
from government programmes such as CARE. This information is
consolidated in our Covid-19 Resource Hub.

“MSPs have a real opportunity
to impact and support their
customers, as long as they
also focus on their team”
Colin Knox, SolarWinds MSP

In this uncertain period, we are doing all we can to remain trusted
partners to our customers. We truly hope that everyone across
the industry stays safe through these unprecedented times. n
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